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COMMENTARIES

Is research painting a biased picture
of implicit learning? The dangers of

methodological purity in scientific debate

ROBERT C. MATHEWS
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana

The properties of implicit learning in natural settings are contrasted with those found in research. It
is suggested that the search for pure cases and the necessity of finding features that clearly discrimi
nate the two types oflearning lead to bias in our estimation of the power of implicit processes. In more
natural settings, such as face recognition, object perception, and natural language processing, implicit
processes operate with flexibilityand adapt to changes in environmental conditions. It is suggested that
the search for pure cases of implicit processes has led to focusing on relevant but atypical examples
of these processes. Additional research that emphasizes high levels of skill in control of complex sys
tems may reveal greater adaptive power of implicit processes. However, such research may require less
methodological purity and more emphasis on synthesis of theoretical ideas rather than analysis into
pure cases.

Cognitive psychologists are better at analysis than at
synthesis. We are experts at critical analysis, taking things
apart. Analytical skills are the main substance of our ex
perimental methodology and training, Similarly, scien
tific debates tend to focus our attention on narrower and
(hopefully) clearer issues, as authors try to isolate phe
nomena and prove a point. Particularly in situations such
as implicit learning, where there is an ongoing debate be
tween believers and nonbelievers in the existence of a
powerful cognitive unconscious, there is a tendency for
both sides to seek especially clear or "pure" cases on
which to make their stand. In the area of implicit learning,
these tendencies have resulted in moving away from the
central problem (e.g., nonconscious learning of natural
language and other complex skills) to relevant but atyp
ical situations and tasks (reaction time and categoriza
tion tasks). As a consequence, the picture being painted
by current research of implicit learning may be biased in
important ways.

Such possible biases have led research to suggest that
knowledge associated with the cognitive unconscious is
relatively "dumb." Research such as the Neal and Hesketh
(1997) and Dienes and Berry (1997) papers in this issue
suggests that implicitly acquired knowledge cannot be
applied to new situations (e.g., transfer) without the help
ing hand ofconscious control. One of the key features of
implicitly acquired knowledge, according to current re-
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search, is that it is particularized. That is, it is tied to in
dividual cases from prior experiences, and it does not gen
eralize far beyond these cases. Dienes and Berry (1997)
report evidence from experiments in dynamic system con
trol suggesting that the implicitly acquired knowledge
does not generalize at all beyond the exact cases experi
enced (e.g., levels ofprior workers and resulting output).
In addition, research suggests that implicitly acquired
knowledge is fragmentary and incomplete. For example,
the knowledge acquired about artificial grammars is
often described as memories of pieces (bigrams and tri
grams) ofvalid strings (Dulany, Carlson, & Dewey, 1984;
Perruchet & Pacteau, 1990). Thus, compared with explic
itly acquired knowledge, implicitly acquired knowledge
is fragmentary, rigid, and weakly transfers. Finally, even
when we have implicit knowledge, we do not know we
have it. Consequently, subjects have no confidence in
their implicitly guided decisions and think they are just
guessing (Chan, 1992; Dienes & Berry, 1997).

But consider implicit knowledge in everyday life, such
as that involved in natural language processing. The lan
guage skills ofmost people are sufficiently well developed
and complete enough to allow communication between
strangers who happen to speak the same language. Lan
guage is fluid and flexible. People can generate an infi
nite number of sentences to communicate their ideas in
new contexts. Of course, language is not pure implicit
knowledge. However, all but a few school teachers (who
insist on teaching the diagramming ofsentences) strongly
believe that language is primarily acquired experientially
rather than from explicit learning of language rules. As
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for confidence, most ofus believe we are quite proficient
in making ourselves understood. Perhaps, overconfi
dence rather than lack of confidence might better char
acterize natural, expert-level implicit knowledge.

Virtually all types of pattern recognition are acquired
implicitly. Consider face recognition. Can you imagine
consciously trying to figure out how you distinguish every
person you know from every other person? Research on
face recognition shows that it is a complex process in
volving feature extraction and development of structural
descriptions at several different levels (e.g., see Burton
& Bruce, 1992). Some ofthe implicitly developed struc
tural descriptions in face and object recognition, ofwhich
we are completely unaware, involve view-independent
structural descriptions (Biederman & Gerhardstein,
1993; Burton & Bruce, 1992; Marr & Nishihara, 1978;
Perrett, Oram, Hietanen, & Benson, 1994). These im
plicit perceptual processes operate flexibly and adap
tively outside of conscious awareness and control.

Pattern recognition can also be highly adaptive and
abstract. For example, searching for the letter t in a back
ground of cs is much easier than searching for ts in a back
ground of several different letters (see Neisser, 1964). Yet
the perceptual adjustment necessary to process minimal
features of the letters in each context occurs automati
cally, without any conscious control. Also, it is not the
case that this adaptive skill required to adjust processing
offeatures was consciously controlled at an earlier point
in perceptual development, before it became automa
tized. Conscious control over feature processing in per
ceptual search tasks is simply unnecessary. We automat
ically adjust to the search task demands, as demonstrated
by the persistent evidence of implicit learning in novel
perceptual search tasks (e.g., Cleeremans, 1993; Lewicki,
Hill, & Bizot, 1988; Stadler, 1989).

There have been many interesting experiments inspired
by Gibson's (1977) ecological approach to perception
that demonstrate both abstractness and transfer of im
plicit processes (e.g., see McCabe & Balzano, 1986). For
example, Johansson's (1973) experiments demonstrated
that people have automatically abstracted invariant rela
tionships between different body parts when viewing a
person walking. He filmed a person with several light
sources attached to different body joints. When the film
was shown with the contrast turned all the way up the
image appears to be a set of random dots. Yet, when the
person being filmed begins to walk, the image is imme
diately perceived as a person walking. Even the gender
ofthe person walking can be detected from the pattern of
moving dots. Yet his subjects had never seen a person
walking under such conditions prior to the experiment.

Working Toward Synthesis
In the remainder of this essay, 1will attempt an exer

cise designed to help us get out of our usual critical analy
sis mode and work toward seeking synthesis. I highly
recommend this exercise to readers as well. It is very
simple. Just look for things you can agree with rather
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than focusing on oversights, flaws, and other obvious de
ficiencies in the papers being considered.

I agree with Neal and Hesketh (1997) that part of the
problem may be the focus of attention in implicit learn
ing research on the issue of consciousness. Consistent with
this effort to avoid focusing on the consciousness issue,
I prefer to use the term experiential knowledge, avoiding
the implication that any implicitly acquired knowledge
must be completely nonconscious. I also agree with Dienes
and Berry (1997) that there is strong evidence that peo
ple can have implicitly acquired knowledge at the sub
jective criterion of being nonconscious. However, find
ing clear cases where implicitly acquired knowledge is
completely nonconscious by a subjective threshold does
not imply that implicitly acquired knowledge is always
nonconscious or that we can have no explicit access to it.
Most theorists of implicit learning tend to overlook the
consistent finding that some implicitly acquired knowl
edge can be verbalized, and the amount verbalizable tends
to increase as a function ofpractice (e.g., Mathews et aI.,
1989; Stanley, Mathews, Buss, & Kotler-Cope, 1989).
Rather than assume that knowledge is acquired simulta
neously and independently by implicit and explicit learn
ing processes, it makes more sense to me to believe that
the two systems interact. For example, by consciously re
flecting about how we are performing a task, we often can
discover (make explicit) our own implicit knowledge.
Just because information was acquired implicitly does
not mean it can never become explicit.

I think the problem is bigger than refocusing on inten
tion rather than consciousness, as suggested by Neal and
Hesketh. The concept of intentional control is likely to
be every bit as complex and slippery as the concept of con
sciousness. For example, consider the difficulty lawyers
have in criminal or civil cases attempting to prove inten
tion. Intentional control is likely to depend on attentional
control. We already have considerable evidence suggest
ing that there is no single mechanism ofattentional con
trol (e.g., Allport, 1993; Posner & Petersen, 1990).

The problem is really in focusing per se. That is, the
problem lies in seeking a critical feature and pure cases
where implicit and explicit knowledge exist as com
pletely separate entities. Our research methods bias us to
look for "it," the one true feature that will clearly sepa
rate implicit from explicit learning. As students ofhuman
knowledge, we should know better. We have already
learned from the research on natural categories that there
are often no critical discriminating features that can be
used to distinguish between categories (e.g., Fodor, Gar
rett, Walker, & Parkes, 1980; Rosch & Mervis, 1975;
Wittgenstein, 1958). For example, there is no one feature
that can be used to distinguish all cups from all bowls;
yet we still find the concept useful.

The debate between believers and nonbelievers in im
plicit learning is similar to the debate between a defense
lawyer who claims "evidence is like a chain" versus the
prosecution who claims "evidence is like a rope." Non
believers argue that there is no one, key,indisputable piece
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of evidence for implicit learning. Believers, like Dienes
and Berry, suggest looking at the extensive patterns of
evidence and argue that there is extensive support for the
distinction. Since I am more interested in what we can do
with the concept oftwo types oflearning (its affordances)
than whether it actually exists in neural tissue, I side with
Dienes and Berry. Whether the concept is made of ropes
or chains, I think it has valuable applications for under
standing failures in education and communication (see
Norman, 1993).

The evidence cited by Dienes and Berry (1997) that
implicitly acquired knowledge lacks confidence is very
interesting. It seems to point to a relatively pure case for
differentiating the two types of knowledge. However, as
mentioned above, I doubt that lack of confidence is al
ways associated with implicit knowledge. Sometimes we
are quite sure that we know what we are doing even
though we cannot explain why we do it that way. Perhaps,
lack ofconfidence is characteristic of early stages of im
plicit knowledge acquisition. This is another one of those
points where we must be careful not to characterize all
implicit knowledge in terms ofa quality that is useful for
discriminating clear cases of the two types of learning.

An Evolutionary Perspective on the Qualities
of Implicitly Acquired Knowledge

I believe that the most important functional divide in
types ofhuman knowledge occurs at a much higher level
than that associated with contemporary models of im
plicit learning. On the basis ofevidence ofhuman evolu
tion (e.g., Corballis, 1991; Donald, 1991), it appears that
intentional mental control evolved before development
of our verbal/symbolic system. Even though knowledge
is acquired implicitly at the mimetic level, as explained
below, it is, to some degree, conscious and under some
level of intentional control when being applied.

Donald (1991) describes several major developments
in terms of evolving human knowledge systems. Our
earliest ancestors had abilities to abstract functional cues
from the environment for their survival. These earliest
capabilities for procedural learning are still shared with
all animal species today (e.g., conditioning). Next for
man came episodic knowledge, the ability to preserve
and remember specific past experiences as a guide for
future behavior. Early episodic knowledge was highly
particularized (not abstract) and stimulus dependent.
Only when appropriate cues were available to remind
one of a past experience could episodic knovledge be re
membered and used in a new situation. However, that de
cisions would be necessary in determining how to react
or apply past experiences to new situations suggests that
some level ofconscious awareness evolved at this stage.

Creative or self-generated control of thinking begins,
according to Donald, at the mimetic stage, still a long
time before symbolic thought and language evolved. At
this point, early humans began to mime or reenact im
portant events. This miming ofevents provided an oppor
tunity to re-present events, and successive enactments

could be altered across time. The adaptive value ofmime
lies in its ability to rehearse and, perhaps, improve upon
behaviors. It also opens the door for increased commu
nication. While mimetic knowledge begins with reen
actments of specific events (episodic knowledge), this
form of knowing became specialized for communication
and preservation ofculture rather than accurate preserva
tion of personal past events. Since conscious control of
knowledge acquisition would seem to require symbolic
thought, these forms of learning are implicit rather than
explicit. However, the acquired knowledge could be ex
plicit in the sense that people were aware ofhaving mem
ories or miming behaviors. Also, they had some inten
tional control over how this knowledge was applied.

This synthesis suggests that several different types of
implicitly acquired knowledge might exist, each with dif
ferent sets of properties (see Mathews & Roussel, in press).
However, I believe that the most important functional
distinction for understanding human thinking lies be
tween all ofthe earlier forms ofknowing (procedural, epi
sodic, and mimetic) versus verbal symbolic thought.
Following Norman (1993), we refer to the former as ex
periential knowledge and the later as reflective knowl
edge. The reason this distinction is important is because
it is related to natural dissociations that cause major dif
ficulties for learning and communication among people.
The problem arises from the different qualities and spe
cial functions of the two learning types. Experiential
learning is especially adapted for action (i.e., doing the
right thing at the right time). Reflective knowledge is es
pecially adapted for preserving and transmitting knowl
edge to different people and across generations. Thus,
experiential knowledge tends to be tied directly to envi
ronmental cues that guide behavior: It is highly contex
tualized. Reflective knowledge is less contextualized (e.g.,
tied to cues in the environment) and depends on more
slippery verbal concepts and symbols that are open to
reinterpretation. Thus, in everyday life, we often have
problems teaching in ways that the knowledge will be
used effectively (using reflective knowledge as a guide
for doing) and figuring out how to conceptualize and
communicate important ways of doing (making experi
ential knowledge explicit or reflective). The relative in
dependence in learning of these two types of knowledge
sometimes makes it very difficult to impact performance
by verbal instructions (e.g., Mathews et aI., 1996; Stan
ley et aI., 1989).

The most powerful form of experiential knowledge
(mimetic knowledge) has the following properties. (1) It
consists ofrecombinable fragments. (2) It can transfer to
new situations when the same invariant relationship ap
plies. (3) The combinations offragments used to construct
wholes are internally constrained. That is, the constraints
imposed on combination ofpieces are not determined by
nature ("I never saw a thing like that") or limits of the
imagination ("I cannot imagine such a thing"). Instead,
it is constrained by the implicitly acquired, informal
rules ofthe culture in which the knowledge is embedded.



(4) Finally, such knowledge is generative. It is capable
of producing new and appropriate (not random) combi
nations that are different from any experienced before.

The Challenge
I would like to pose the following challenge for re

searchers interested in furthering our knowledge of im
plicit learning. If, as I have argued, natural implicit learn
ing is not necessarily as particularized, rigid, and limited
as the current research suggests, how can we design ex
periments to expose the extent of these qualities? How
can we demonstrate that implicit learning can be fluid
and adaptable?

I have a few hints to offer. First, natural language de
velopment also demonstrates times ofoverrigidity in ap
plication of rules-i-particularly when they are first ac
quired. It could be that implicitly acquired rules are rigidly
applied at first, and flexibility comes later with additional
practice. Alternatively, it could be that rigidity comes
when rules are first crystallized as explicit concepts. Thus,
it could be explicit, rather than implicit, learning that
was responsible for rigidity. We badly need experiments
that will examine qualities of implicitly acquired knowl
edge at higher levels of practice and skill development
than typically found in the classic I-h experiment.

Second, experiments on implicit learning should in
volve complex mental thought and actions. Rather than
simply picking strings as good or bad and grammatical
or not (as in typical passive artificial grammar experi
ments), subjects should generate valid strings or control
dynamic systems. The more complex the concepts in
volved and the more active skills employed, the more we
are likely to find the true capabilities of implicit learn
ing. The evidence cited by Dienes and Berry concerning
finding less implicit learning when subjects simply watch
someone perform a task or have someone else punch in
their answers is highly relevant here. Youcannot test a race
car on a city street; we need to study complex behaviors
on complex tasks.

Transfer depends on the conditions of training. Like
picking out Is in different backgrounds, implicit systems
adapt to task demands and opportunities. Experiments
that can demonstrate the power of implicit abstraction re
quire tasks that demand it and experience (e.g., variabil
ity of practice situations) that can produce it.

Finally, we need to encourage studies and methods of
synthesis rather than just analysis. Modeling offers one
opportunity to test combinations of ideas about learning.
However, we need to bring a synthesis mode of thinking
into play in exploring potential models rather than our
typical critical mode of thought (e.g., "this model is
wrong because ..." or "my model is better than yours be
cause ..."). For example, classifier systems provide a
useful architecture for combining ideas about implicit
and explicit learning (see Mathews & Roussel, in press).
Classifiers are simply sets of "if-then" rules that com
pete for controlling behavior of a system. Within classi
fier systems, knowledge can be both particularized and
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abstract (contain very specific rules and more general
rules). Rules acquired from examples using the forget
ting algorithm (Mathews, 1991) are both fragmentary
and highly contextualized. Consciousness can be simu
lated as a small set of rules (e.g., the highest bidding set
of 10 rules) that have their conditions matched at any point
in time. Implicit or nonconscious rules can be modeled
as rules whose actions become conscious, while the con
ditions that triggered them remain unconscious. The vir
tues of classifier systems are that we can add together
known qualities of implicit and explicit knowledge sys
tems, test the effects of different changes to a system,
and exchange knowledge between human and machine
(the model) relatively easily. That is, such modeling ar
chitectures provide a tool for synthesis of ideas about
implicit systems.

Modeling is only one way of seeking synthesis. Oth
ers include attempting to keep in contact with archetypal
examples of what it is you are attempting to study (e.g.,
natural language learning in the case of implicit learn
ing). Using theoretical perspectives outside a domain, like
applying evolution theories to implicit learning (Reber,
1993), can also be very valuable. I believe that progress
in understanding implicit learning will require using
such synthesis tools, combined with our already highly
developed skills in analysis.
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